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Abstract 

Marilynne Robinson is an important female writer in the history of American literature. 
Some achievements and progress have been made on the study of her work Gilead in the 
academic circles at home and abroad. The research contents mainly involve themes, 
characters, writing styles, narrative strategies and other aspects, and the research 
perspectives are diversified. In this paper, the author investigates the research status, 
characteristics, development trend and the reasons for the lag of Marilynne Robinson’s 
Gilead at home and abroad, in order to find the focus of the study of Gilead at home and 
abroad and then to explore new research space.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Marilynne Robinson is a famous contemporary American female writer, who is also known as 
one of “the most representative”[1] writers  with “the most beautiful writing style”[2] . Robinson 
was born in a devout Presbyterian Christian family in Iowa. Influenced by her family, she grew 
up believing in Christianity, and once said, when I could not say the word ‘god’ and did not know 
what ‘faith’ and ‘piety’ were, I already felt the existence of the God [3] . Robinson profited greatly 
from reading those “old, heavy, dull, and obscure books”[4], and her works were rated as having 
a very rare spiritual power in contemporary fiction”[5]. Although Robinson is not a prolific 
writer,  her novels are impressive. So far, she has published four novels: Housekeeping (1980), 
Gilead (2004), Home (2008), and Lila (2014). Despite her small number, Robinson has received 
numerous awards, and in 2012, President Barack Obama personally presented her with the 
National Humanities Medal. 

Gilead is Robinson’s second novel, published 24 years after her debut. It has won the Pulitzer 
Prize, the National Book Review Award and many other awards, and contributed another 
classic work to the world. The novel is narrated by John Ames, an old priest in his late years, 
who writes a letter to his 7-year-old son. It reproduces history through memory and explores 
the relationship between individuals and family, religion and race. This “letter” shows the 
readers the changes of American society in the past century through the experience of 
individual family. It can be called a condensed modern American history, and a modern classic 
reflecting on American history, faith, society and family. Robinson once again won the 
recognition of the literary circle with such a classic work, which made scholars at home and 
abroad join in the upsurge of studying Gilead. 

2. FOREIGN RESEARCH REVIEWS 

Throughout the foreign study of Robinson’s works, most scholars focus on her first work 
Housekeeping and other critical articles, and the research intensity is not large. There are only 
more than 20 doctoral and master’s papers related to Robinson up to now (January 2020). 
Although there are many journal articles on Robinson and her works, only a dozen articles have 
been written about Gilead, which have not formed a systematic study. In general, the research 
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perspectives of foreign scholars on Gilead can be roughly divided into the following six 
categories: 

The first is to study the themes of the novel. In this kind of research, critic s pay more attention 
to the race and religion in the works, yet they do not directly discuss the text, but mix it with 
other research perspectives, such as the interpretation of Christian doctrine, sacrament, 
intertextuality with the Bible and other aspects in the works, or use the images repeatedly 
appearing in the novels to illustrate themes. 

Some critics believe that whenever baseball appears in popular books or literary novels, it 
usually has symbolic meaning, which often focuses on American values. Some scholars also 
noticed that baseball appeared frequently in Gilead, and they chose to interpret the theme of 
the novel from baseball. Susan Petit studies the relationship between baseball image and 
historical memory in Robinson’s Gilead. She deems that Robinson combines baseball with 
historical facts, fictional events and memories in the novel narrative, reflecting the historical 
American values and the history of American apartheid, and shows that American people have 
forgotten the racial history and rewritten the racial issues in such a remote town like Gilead. In 
addition, Petit also interprets the relationship between the names of people and places in the 
work and the Bible from the perspective of hermeneutics, indicating that the story of two family 
in Iowa is closely related to the American Puritanism and the Civil Rights Movement [6]. June 
Hadden Hobbs also discusses in her article how various baseball related topics play a role in 
Ames’s memory. In his memory, Ames regards baseball as “the most meaningful secular symbol” 
of unity among people and hope for the future. Through the analysis of the deep structure of 
memory in the novel, Hobbs studies the American religious culture in this work from the images 
of “funeral” and “baptism”, which occur repeatedly in Gilead [7].  

Excepting the frequent occurrence of baseball image, Gilead is also full of the image of fire , so 
that Lisa Shea, the Elle book reviewer, calls it “[a]n inspired work from a writer whose 
sensibility seems steeped in holy fire”[8]. Lisa Bailey researches the relationship between the 
image of fire and the ethnic and religious themes in Gilead from the angle of metaphor. She 
believes that the fire in the novel reflects the anger caused by racism at that time and makes 
readers realize the importance of race in American religious history [9]. Mark O’Connel quotes 
“the resurrection of everyday life” in Gilead when discussing the narrative skills, indicating that 
he firmly believes that the resurrection of Jesus is where Robinson’s soul belongs, and a large 
number of descriptions of water and fire in Gilead are full of religious metaphors [10]. 

“Grace” is also a research point related to religious themes. Neil Browne applies Calvinism and 
pragmatism to analyze the power of grace in Gilead, and points out that Robinson changes the 
narrative focus of grace from the divine to everyday places and people, in order to hint that 
people can perceive forgiveness, or even redemption in ordinary daily events. In this paper, 
Browne uses the solution of the contradiction between the godfather and the godson to reveal 
the extraordinary presence of grace in daily life. By analyzing the reasons of Ames’s attitude 
change towards Jack, the author find that although Ames was unwilling to forgive the sins of his 
godson Jack, he perceives the benefits of grace from his daily experience, so he obtains 
forgiveness and even achieves redemption [11]. Rebecca M. Painter shows how Gilead and 
Home “transform and expand” the themes of prodigality, moral uncertainty, and grace in 
Robinson’s nonfiction into the characters and plots of her fictional works. In this paper, she 
pays more attention to the relationship between the two opposite themes of loyalty and 
prodigality, and tries to find the possibility of their integration. It is also pointed out that Ames 
can still maintain his spiritually loyalty and self-questioning ability under the intergenerational 
pressure from his grandfather and his godson, which makes us believe that Ames is a man of 
high moral character, and that Gilead is not only a distorted sermon novel, but also a unique 
contribution to American modern theology [12].  
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The second is to analyze the characters in the novel. Most of the researchers focus on John Ames 
and Jack Boughton. They adopt different perspectives and theories to interpret the 
psychological and behavioral changes of the main characters in the novel. L. Gregory Jones 
chooses to understand Jack’s behavior after returning home from multiple perspectives. He 
argues that the relationship between Ames and Jack is so complicated and tangled that the 
readers often do not really think about thinking from Jack’s sight. They are more concerned 
about how Jack will respond to the blessing of his godfather Ames, rather than why he will 
choose to flee home again. Jack’s return home is to rebuild friendly relations with his father and 
Reverend Ames. He emerges as a sinner, who confesses his crimes and yearns for home, 
reconciliation and love. However, Jack’s conflict with his father, old Boughton and godfather, 
and Jack’s escape again leaves readers with different feelings. Standing in Jack’s place, it’s not 
so much that he is a loner who has abandoned his families, as that his decision to leave Gilead 
is regrettable but understandable [13]. Gordon Leah discusses Lila’s words “A Person Can 
Change”[14] in Gliead  from “grace”, “forgiveness” and “sonship”. This kind of change not only 
refers to the prodigal Jack, but also the old priest Ames. When Ames feels anxious about the 
return of Jack, his wife Lila’s words “A Person Can Change” has planted a seed of “forgiveness” 
in his heart. So Ames gradually abandons his prejudice against Jack and faces up to a series of 
efforts, and witnesses that Jack has undertaken the responsibilities of father, husband and son 
after his return [15] . 

In addition, the psychoanalysis of Ames and Jack, two important protagonists in the novel, is 
also a bright spot. Using the research and theory of sociology, social psychology, disability 
studies and psychopathology, Susan Petit proves that Jack Boughton exhibits autism spectrum 
disorder. After analyzing the causes of Jack’s autism, she considers that Jack’s experience can 
be regarded as a metaphor of racial persecution, as the prejudice and stigma of Jack by the town 
residents makes Jack find a resonance in African Americans. At the end of this article, Petit 
concludes that Robinson put a white man---Jack, in a similar situation with many African 
Americans, in order to present the evil of racism, and further points out that the way that society 
turns Jack’s defects into disability exposes the evil behavior of white Americans towards many 
African Americans [16]. Laura E. Tanner reputes that the power of Gilead lies not just in its 
unique philosophical and religious perspective, but in its description of sensory details of life 
experience. He analyzes the psychological change process of the old priest Ames, who is facing 
the imminent death from the psychological point of view, and finds that Ames tried to forestall 
the coming of death through his intense perception to penetrate the present time and space, 
and expressed his anticipation of his body absence in the way of perception and imagination, 
turning his absence in his son’s future into a sensory existence. At the same time, Tanner also 
proposes that the cultural power of Robinson’s text stems not only from her lyrical expression 
of quotidian experience, but from her powerful revelation of how death determines the sensory 
and psychological dynamics of human perception [17].  

The third is comparative study. In addition to focusing on the ethnic and religious themes and 
the psychological analysis of Jack in Gilead. Susan Petit also contrasts Marilynne Robinson’s 
Gilead and Flannery O’Connor’s famous work A Good Man is Hard to Find, and then reveals the 
theological similarities and differences in the two writers’ novels. By comparing the “good man” 
in the two works---Reverend John Ames in Gilead and the grandmother in A Good Man is Hard 
to Find, she feels that the similarities between the two protagonists lie not only in their 
inadvertent racism, selfishness and hypocrisy, but in their basic goodness. Petit concludes that 
both works reflect the author’s similar religious view, that is, sympathy for sinners and hope 
that they can be redeemed; meanwhile, in terms of writing skills, by shaping parallel characters, 
they both explore the way of redemption for the marginal people who are separated from the 
mainstream society [18]. Hain Park interprets Robinson’s Gilead and Bonhoeffer’s Letters and 
Papers from Prison, and thinks Gilead bears the imprint of Dietrich Bonhoeffer, the German 
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Lutheran theologian. By studying how the theological idea of “this-worldly transcendence” in 
Bonhoeffer’s Letters and Papers from Prison is exquisitely integrated into the role of Ames, Park 
has come to the conclusion that Robinson’s Gilead is trying to restore the lost art of theology 
[19] . Christopher Leise compares the Calvinist thought in Marilynne Robinson’s Gilead with 
Thomas Shepard’s Autobiography (1994) and Anne Bradstreet’s letter My Dear Children (1867), 
and argues that these letters are all spiritual autobiography written by parents who are facing 
the imminent death. They see their letters as a vehicle to convey spiritual beliefs to their 
children. Leise considers that Gilead takes a popular Puritan writing form put Robinson’s 
thoughts of Calvinism in a larger context, which appeals to a better model to continue the 
Calvinist tradition [20]. 

The fourth is to study the writing style. Melodie Monahan says that Gilead provides a new 
research direction for scholars, that is, how diary writing guides the writer to express the 
implied meaning behind his works and how this meaning affects the writer’s behavior. In short, 
Monahan believes that diary writing is a catalyst for personal change and action. Gilead shows 
the influence of the writing process of the dairy on author’s thinking change to a certain extent, 
and with the passage of time, this process may cure those wounds hidden in the heart for a long 
time [21]. Janella Moy views Gilead as a preaching writing, a means to obtain comfort and 
escape from pain, and a way to escape from society, which has cured Ames’s bereavement and 
loneliness. However, she keeps too much attention to writing as an aid to spiritual difficulties, 
and ignores the real necessity of preaching writing, that is, devoutly receiving God’s will from 
God for self and the congregation [22]. 

The fifth is gender study. D. W. Schmidt believes that the female writer, Marilyn Robinson 
infuses the unique female sensitivity in American literature into Ames’s narration. In the 
history of American literature, Ames’s expression of father’s love is perhaps the most eloquent 
and sincere voice we can get from fictional fathers. However, ironically, this “most sincere” male 
voice is created by a female writer. By using a male narrator in Gilead, Schmidt analyses the 
letter that Ames writes to his son into three masculine biblical texts---a Pauline Epistle, an Acts 
of the Apostles, and a version of the Parable of the Prodigal Son, and narrates it from Ames’s 
advice to his son, account of the priest’s family history, and interaction with his godson Jack. He 
finds that all three types of texts have male voices, male roles and male themes. Therefore, 
Robinson creates a feminized and compassionate male narrator, John Ames [23]. 

The sixth is to study the language style. Early critics often regard Gilead as a poetic work , as its 
language is lyrical rather than communicative. Since its rhythm fluctuation of language, rich 
images and careful logical thinking make the text of the novel so poetic that feels like a lyric 
memoir. James wood, in the New York Times Book Review, calls Gilead “a beautiful work-
demanding, grave, and lucid.” Also he comments “Gradually Robinson’s novel teaches us how 
to read it, suggests how we might slow down to walk at its own processional pace, and how we 
might learn to coddle its many fine details” [5] . In The Roanoke Times, Peggy Lindsey says 
“When I first picked up this book and read a few pages, I [was] overwhelmed by the sheer 
beauty of the language and the directness with which it spoke to my heart” [24]. Furthermore, 
Lee Spinks, who takes the dialogue text in Gilead as the research object, shows readers that 
Robinson’s language contains reflections on Dictrich Bonhoffer’s theology. She believes that the 
language of Gilead is so beautiful, and written in such a solemn, rigorous and thoughtful prose 
style that one feels like grace just to read it [25]. 

3. DOMESTIC RESEARCH REVIEWS 

The research on Robinson and her works in China is far less than that in foreign countries. Up 
to now, there are only ten doctoral and master thesis on Robinson and her works, and only one 
doctoral dissertation. In the existing literature, both papers and journal articles mostly focus 
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on the study of Robinson’s first work Housekeeping, while the study of Gilead has just started 
and not been formally developed. 

Since Robinson shows great interest in the Bible, and all her works exuded a strong religious 
atmosphere, it is a major feature for domestic scholars to study the religious color of Robinson 
and her works. According to the published papers, there are three articles concerning the 
religious thoughts in Gilead. Yu Qian’s doctoral thesis is to study the religious theme, biblical 
rhetoric and Christian feminism of Robinson’s fiction in the context of her Calvin religious, and 
states that the religious background of the writer has an important impact on the fiction 
creation. In terms of Biblical rhetoric, Yu Qian borrows Frye Northrop’s theory to analyze the 
using of Biblical Typology in Robinson’s novels. Nevertheless, as the thesis mainly relies on 
Robinson’s religious belief, there is still room for further  discussion on the literariness and 
aesthetics of the novel itself [26]. Lu Xingqun analyzes the conflict between religious belief and 
reality of believers represented by Pastor Ames in Gilead, as well as the hard journey of the 
protagonist seeking spiritual belief, to reflect the change process of religious secularization. The 
author further uncovers the significance of people’s desire to pursue spiritual beliefs with 
humanistic concern in the increasingly secularized religious environment [27]. Xu Li also 
explores Robinson’s Gilead from the religious vision, specifically analyzing the view of Ames’s 
death and redemption, trying to understand the profound religious concepts contained in it to 
demonstrate the importance of religious belief [28]. But her article only interprets the 
psychology of the characters from the perspective of religion, which is single and one-sided. 

With the deepening of the research, scholars have noticed the unique writing style of Gilead, so 
they choose to start from this. Lin Xiaojun combines with the contemporary French philosopher 
Paul Ricoeur’s view of language, especially the study of Biblical Hermeneutics and narrative 
function, to explore the text meaning of the old priest Ames, who actively changes writing style. 
The author takes the shift of the protagonist Ames from sermon writing to letter writing as the 
starting point, to demonstrate that his writing transformation enlightens modern people how 
to correctly understand the religious core truth  of love [29]. Jiang Anli studies the historical 
narrative mode of Gilead, and explores the collision between history and religion. She uses her 
characters, who look back and respond to historical events to lead to Robinson’s reflection on 
race and religion in history. Furthermore, it illustrates that the unique reminiscence narrative 
of the novel is helpful for people to locate their personal identity in the collective cultural 
memory and reflect on historical issues [30]. 

The comparative analysis of similar novels is a common research angle. Sun Chang compares 
the similarities and differences of the two fictional autobiographical novels, Gilead and The 
Stone Dairies, in the characterization, narrative strategy and theme research from the viewpoint 
of gender, showing the male and female legends in different models. At the end of the paper, the 
author points out that the same motif of family story creates the similar characterization mode 
in the two novels, while the different gender focus leads to the different narrative strategies 
and themes [31]. 

Of course, other scholars have opened up a new research perspective of Robinson and her 
works from other aspects. Miao Lin choose the drifter as a novel character image, which 
enriches the research perspective of Gilead. By analyzing the drifters’ vagrant reason, 
performance and final appeal in this novel, she exhibits the readers that the contemporary 
people are facing some problems such as loneliness, loss and rootlessness, and then provides 
some referential schemes for the contemporary spiritual drifters: forgiveness and identification 
are the good remedy to dissolve the contradiction, and piety and faith are the salvation of the 
lonely soul [32]. Feng Jiang applies James Ferran’s rhetorical narrative theory to interpret the 
construction mode of characters, the instability between characters and the abundant 
metaphorical images in the novel. He finds that Robinson combines religious metaphor with 
historical context in her creation, which proves that religion must be combined with social 
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context to be full of vitality. Meanwhile, the author also shows the readers Robinson’s review 
and support of American tradition and history, and her reflection and understanding of the 
interaction between religion and ethnic history [33]. 

According to the journal articles, the existing researches mainly center on ethical narrative and 
psychological analysis, as well as borrowing prototype theory and memory theory as research 
perspectives. For example, Ma Yunfei unfolds the literary narrative from the viewpoint of “old 
father” Ames, and expounds the ethical practice of the old father’s upbringing to his young son. 
Through analyzing the dilemma of ethical identity choice faced by Ames under the threat of 
death, the author indicates that the “family letter” that Ames leaves to his young son embodies 
the regret of the “old father”, for his absence in the future life of his young son, but also full of 
confidence in the family ethics consciousness [34]. Qiao Juan analyzes the cognition of Ames 
and Jack on love indulgence and racial segregation from the ethical relationship between 
“father” and “son”, and concludes that on the basis of the identification of Christian tolerance 
ethics, the godfather chooses to forgive the past love indulgence of his prodigal son. However, 
in the specific historical context of apartheid, leaving is the only choice of Jack. And his 
wandering behavior implies Robinson’s expectation for the prospect of racial integration in 
America [35]. Li Liang takes the memory theory as a version to study the influence of individual 
memory on the narrator’s self-identity in the novel, and manifests the function of memory in 
stimulating religious identity, bridging the intergenerational emotional fractures, and reflecting 
on the forgetting and depression of collective cultural memory [36]. Hu Biyuan and He 
Chengfeng examine the psychology of Ames, and believe that the collision between the 
godfather Ames and the godson Jack in their communication presents the psychological shadow 
of the old priest, and the dissolution of their contradictions meant that the shadow turns to 
salvation. This process of psychological change shows the complexity and brilliance of human 
nature, and expresses Robinson’s profound analysis and philosophical thinking of humanity 
[37]. Zhou Bing deems that Jack’s transformation from immature to mature is in line with the 
prototype pattern of growth novels, whose characters generally experience the process of 
“innocence, temptation, escape, ordeal, confusion, self-cognition”. Therefore, she concentrates 
on the growth and change of Jack by using prototype theory, which is of great significance to 
the study of American growth novels [38]. 

There are also attentions to the racial issues that the novel presents to readers. Another article 
written by Qiao Juan asks whether the American common people should accept racial 
integration. It reveals the ebb and flow of discrimination and integration in American racial 
concepts and the plights encountered by American racial system in more than a century, and 
then looks forward to the future prospect of racial relations in American multiple co-fusion [39]. 

Beyond that, some scholars’ research is also worthy of attention. They attempt to interpret the 
fiction from other new angle. Hu Biyuan employs Augustine’s view of time to study Ames’s 
meditation on his deathbed. Ames obtains non-temporal existence through the promotion of 
soul and spirit in his memory, and achieves the identity of reality and eternity. Wang Chen 
concerns the presentation of uncertainty in Gilead. Using Derrida’s deconstructionism, this 
author analyzes the various possibilities and uncertainties of this letter, from the narrator, the 
old priest Ames, as a gift to his son, and holds that deconstruction can break the dualism and 
obtain various meanings of text interpretation [40]. Liu Jianhua notices the daily experience of 
the characters in Gilead. Based on the detailed text analysis of daily behaviors and cognitive 
experiences, this paper demonstrates how Robinson copes with the depressive forces of culture 
by learning the immutable laws of death and change in her characters’ trivial daily life [41]. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

The above analysis shows that since the publication of Gilead, the academic circles at home and 
abroad have made some progress in it. With the in-depth study, the theme, narrative, 
theoretical research and so on have been gradually launched. Scholars have also analyzed the 
impact of Robinson’s life experience, writing career, cultural preference and female identity on 
the creation of Gilead, thus expanding the research direction of this work. 

Although the research on Gilead has been gradually carried out at home and abroad, there are 
still some deficiencies. From the above research results, the existing research perspective is 
relatively more, but lacks of new ideas, and many views are similar, without unique idea. In 
terms of theme research, scholars mostly place their attention to the racial and religious themes 
of the novel, and explore the effect of the loss of faith and racial trauma on the pastor family, 
especially the variation and distortion caused to the family. The research questions are 
relatively single, with repetitive, general, and descriptive defects, lack of diversified 
argumentation and criticism. In addition, the interpretation of religious theology in the novel is 
still partial and fragmentary, which needs to be studied more comprehensively and 
systematically. In the matter of narrative research, researchers mainly focus on the use of 
ethical narrative to interpret the complex father-son relationship and of rhetorical narrative to 
analyze the writing skills of the novel, but neglect some uncommon narrative theories, such as 
fragmented narrative or polyphonic narrative. With regard to characters analysis, most 
scholars concentrate on the protagonists of the novel, but ignore the role of supporting actors. 
Concerning gender research, they only pay attention to the male characters and male themes 
in the novel, but forget the harmonious significance of women. 

As far as the current research amount and perspective of Robinson’s Gilead are concerned, 
there is still much room to explore both in depth and in breadth. Except for the distinctive 
religious belief, racial consciousness, gender tendency and cultural heritage, the novel also 
discloses Robinson’s consultative consciousness in literary thoughts. Therefore, it may be a new 
trend to combine the narrative study of the novel with the writer’s consultative consciousness 
at home and abroad in the future. Besides, Robinson’s ideas and creative talents are reflected 
not only in her novels, but also in her essays and criticisms. Her novels and critical articles 
constitute a huge ideological system, so scholars can also intertextually interpret Gilead and her 
critical articles. 

At present, scholars at home and abroad are still in the initial stage of the study of Robinson’s 
Gilead, which may be attributed to two reasons: firstly, the lack of an overall grasp of the 
writer’s ideological system; secondly, as Robinson is a devout Calvinist, it is difficult for most of 
the non-Christian readers and scholars to understand the works in depth. Nevertheless, in 
addition to the above two important reasons, the author thinks that the lag of the study of Gilead 
may be closely related to the time of its publication. There are 24 years between the birth of 
Gilead Robinson’s first work Housekeeping. Although Robinson is widely acclaimed for 
Housekeeping, 24 years is long enough for the academic community to forget her. And also, after 
the publication of Gilead, Robinson quickly launches the well received new works Home and 
Lila respectively in 2008 and 2014, with a short time interval between these works. At this time, 
scholars may devote their enthusiasm to the research of her new works. Hence, the time and 
time interval of the novel’s publication have objectively resulted in the relative lack of current 
research on Gilead in the academic circle. Generally speaking, in terms of the current situation 
of academic research at home and abroad, the value of Marilyn Robinson’s Gilead needs to be 
further explored, and there is still a large space to research. 
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